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ON THE NONLINEAR CONVEXITY THEOREM OF KOSTANT 

JIANG-HUA LU AND TUDOR RATIU 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A classical result of Schur and Horn [Sc, Ho] states that the set of diagonal 
elements of all n x n Hermitian matrices with fixed eigenvalues is a convex set 
in IRn. Kostant [Kt] has generalized this result to the case of any semisimple 
Lie group. This is often referred to as the linear convexity theorem of Kostant: 
picking up the diagonal of a Hermitian matrix is a linear operation. This re-
sult was later put into the framework of symplectic geometry by Atiyah [Ay] , 
Guillemin-Sternberg [Gu-St] and Duistermaat [Du1], the key argument being 
that the map that picks up the diagonal of a Hermitian matrix is a moment 
map for a Hamiltonian torus action and that the image of such a moment map 
is always a convex polytope. 

There is also a nonlinear version of the convexity theorem of Kostant. It has 
not been connected so far with symplectic geometry. The purpose of this paper 
is to make this connection. 

We first describe the nonlinear convexity theorem for the case of SL(n, q 
(see §2 for more details). The Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization process in 
linear algebra asserts that every nonsingular n x n complex matrix g can be 
uniquely written as the product g = kan for some unitary matrix k, positive 
diagonal matrix a, and strictly upper-triangular matrix n. We use A to denote 
the group of all positive diagonal matrices, and we call the matrix a in the above 
decomposition the A-component of g. The nonlinear convexity theorem of 
Kostant now asserts that the set of A-components of g as g runs through all 
positive definite Hermitian matrices with fixed eigenvalues a = (aJ ' ••• , an) is 
the convex hull of the set of all points obtained by permuting the coordinates 
of a. Here we identify A with its Lie algebra a via the exponential map; thus 
convexity in A makes sense. 

For a general semisimple Lie group G, the Gram-Schmidt decomposition is 
replaced by an Iwasawa decomposition G = KAN of G, and the permutation 
group that appeared above is replaced by the Weyl group W of (K, A). If 
an element g EGis written as the product g = kan for k E K, a E A, 
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and n EN, then a is called the A-component of g _ For any a E A, the 
set of A-components of kak- 1 as k runs through K often appears in the 
representation theory of G. Kostant's nonlinear convexity theorem now states 
that this set is the convex hull of the Weyl group orbit W· a in A. 

We remark that as a and k respectively run through A and K, the point 
kak- 1 runs through the symmetric space P. (In the case when G = SL(n, q, 
P is the space of all positive definite n x n Hermitian matrices with determinant 
1.) Each set {kak- 1 : k E K} for fixed a E A is an orbit of the K-action on P 
by conjugations. Such an orbit is usually called a flag manifold. When G is a 
complex semisimple Lie group, such as SL( n , q , but considered as a real Lie 
group, these orbits are called complex flag manifolds. When G is a real form 
of a complex semisimple Lie group, such as SL(n, JR), these orbits are called 
real flag manifolds. 

In this paper, we will show that when G is a complex semisimple Lie group, 
there is a Poisson structure n on the symmetric space P whose symplectic 
leaves are exactly the K-orbits in P. The Poisson structure n has the addi-
tional property that it is invariant under the action of a maximal torus T of K , 
and, most importantly, the map that picks up the A-component of an element 
is an equivariant moment map for this torus action with respect to n. Ap-
plying the convexity theorem of Atiyah-Guillemin-Sternberg to each orbit, i.e., 
each symplectic leaf, we immediately obtain the nonlinear convexity theorem 
of Kostant. 

The first step in defining n is to identify P with the subgroup AN of G via 
the two decompositions G = KP (the Cartan decomposition) and G = KAN 
(the Iwasawa decomposition) of G. We then define a Poisson structure on AN, 
which, when considered as defined on P, has the aforementioned properties. 

Our result is a consequence of those in [Lu-We] on Poisson Lie groups. In 
fact, the Poisson structure on AN that we are going to use is defined in [Lu-We] 
as an example of Poisson Lie groups. It has also been observed by Reshetikhin 
[Rs] and de Concini, Kac, and Procesi [Co-Kc] [C-K-P) that this Poisson struc-
ture plays an important role in the representation theory of quantum groups 
at roots of unity. Our treatment here, however, is self-contained and does not 
appeal to the general theory of Poisson Lie groups. Details on this subject can 
be found in [Drl, STS, KS-Ma, Lu-We, Lu2]. 

In §2, we recall the convexity theorems of Kostant, and in §3, we recall some 
basic facts from Poisson and symplectic geometry. The main result is presented 
in §4, where we define a Poisson structure on the subgroup AN when G is 
complex semisimple, and we show that it has the required properties. As a 
consequence, we obtain the nonlinear convexity theorem of Kostant. In §5, we 
make some remarks on the Poisson structure n in relation with its linearization 
and quantum groups, as well as some future questions. In §6, we show how to 
obtain the nonlinear theorem for real flag manifolds by the same argument 
as Duistermaat [Dul] used in the linear case. This was pointed out to us by 
Alan Weinstein. 
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2. THE CONVEXITY THEOREM OF KOSTANT 

In this section, we review the convexity theorem of Kostant [Kt]. We first 
recall the Cartan and Iwasawa decompositions for a semisimple Lie group. See 
[He] for more details. 

Let G be a real connected semisimple Lie group and {I its Lie algebra. Let 
t be a subalgebra of {I corresponding to a maximal compact subgroup of the 
adjoint group of G, and let p be the orthogonal complement of t in {I with 
respect to the Killing form E of {I. Then {I is the direct sum of t and p as 
vector spaces; the decomposition {I = t E9 P is called the Cartan decomposition 
of {I. Elements of pare semisimple, i.e., the linear map Ad x: {I -+ {I is 
diagonalizable for X E p. It follows that P := exp p is a closed submanifold 
of G, diffeomorphic to p via the exponential map. Let K be the connected 
subgroup of G with t as its Lie algebra. The Cartan decomposition for G says 
that G = KP, i.e., the map K x P -+ G: (k, p) 1-+ kp is a diffeomorphism. By 
the invariance of the Killing form, we have [t, p] C P , so K acts on p by the 
adjoint action and on P by conjugations, with the exponential map from p to 
P being K -equivariant. 

Let a be a maximal abelian subspace in p. Since a consists of semisimple 
elements, the adjoint representation of a on {I decomposes {I into the direct 
sum of the eigenspaces {I = [E9 EA.E<l{lA. ,where [ is the centralizer of a in {I, 

and for a linear functional A on a, {lA. denotes the set of all X E {I such that 
[H, X] = A(H)X for all H E a, and ~ is the set of all such nonzero A'S. 
Fixing a basis for a, we can then compare any two linear functionals on a in 
the lexicographical way. Put n = EA.>o {lA.' Then n is a nilpotent sub algebra 
of {I, and {I = t E9 a E9 n as vector spaces. Let A and N be respectively 
the connected subgroups of G with a and n as Lie algebras. The theorem 
of Iwasawa states that the map (k, a, n) 1-+ kan, k E K, a E A, n EN, is a 
diffeomorphism of K x A x N with G. The decomposition. G = KAN is called 
an Iwasawa decomposition of G. We will use W to denote the (relative) Weyl 
group of (K, a); it is defined as the quotient of the normalizer of a in K by 
the centralizer of a in K. 

If G is a complex semisimple Lie group but considered as a real Lie group, 
we can choose t to be a compact real form of {I. The Killing form of {I is the 
complex linear extension of that of t to {I. Therefore we have p = it. If t is 
a Cartan subalgebra of t, then a = it is a maximal abelian subspace of p , and 
the Weyl group of (K, t) is the same as that of (K, a). Any choice of a basis 
for t will define an Iwasawa decomposition for {I and G. 

Example 2.1. Let G = SL( n , C) , K = SU (n) , P the space of all n x n positive 
definite Hermitian matrices of determinant 1, A the group of all n x n positive 
definite diagonal matrices with determinant 1, and finally N the group of all 
n x n strictly upper triangular (complex) matrices. Then SL(n, C) = SU(n)P 
is a Cartan decompositionand SL(n, C) = SU(n)AN is an Iwasawa decompo-
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sition of SL(n, <C). Similarly, replacing SU(n) by SO(n) , and "complex" by 
"real," we get a Cartan and an Iwasawa decomposition of SL(n, ~) . 

The two decompositions G = KP and G = KAN give rise to an identifi-
cation between the space P and the group AN; namely, if PEP is written 
as p = kan for some k E K, a E A and n EN, then p is identified with 
an E AN. We will use P A to denote the projection from P (or G, or AN) 
to A : P A (p = kan) = a. Kostant's nonlinear convexity theorem concerns the 
image of a K -orbit in P under the projection P A • 

Theorem 2.2. (Kostant [Kt]). Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group, and 
let G = K P and G = K AN with, A c P, be respectively a Cartan and an 
Iwasawa decomposition of G. For a E A, let &a be the K-orbit of a in P. 
Then the image of &a under the projection P A is the convex hull of the Weyl 
group orbit W· a in A. Here, we identify A with its Lie algebra a by the 
exponential map; thus convexity in A makes sense. 

To justify the term "nonlinear," we recall the linear convexity theorem. The 
linearization of P A: P ----t A at the identity element e E G gives rise to the 
orthogonal projection Po from p to a with respect to the Killing form of g. 
We compare Po with the map JI := log op A 0 exp, where log: A ----t a is the 
inverse of the exponential map of A. Both of them are from p to a. With 
respect to the linear space structures of p and a, Po is linear, while J I is highly 
nonlinear as seen from the example below. But the linearization of J I at the 
zero point of j:J is just Po' Now the full convexity theorem of Kostant states 
that each K -orbit &x in p has the same convex image under both the nonlinear 
map J I and its linearization Po; this convex set is in fact the convex hull of 
the Weyl orbit W· X . 

Example 2.3. Take 9 = sl( n , <C) , t = su( n), a = the space of all real diagonal 
traceless matrices, and j:J = the space of all traceless Hermitian matrices. Then 
for X E p, Po simply picks up the diagonal part of X, while 

JI(X) = (logoPA o exp) (X) 

1 ( 2X Ll2 (e 2X ) Lln (e2X ) ) 
= 2" 10gLlI(e ), log 2X' •.. , log 2X' 

Lli (e ) Lln_ 1 (e ) 

where for a matrix S = (Si)i ,j=1 , ... n' Llk(S) denotes the determinant of the 
sub matrix (Si)i,j=I, ... ,k' It is clear that J I is highly nonlinear. For a given 
X = (XI' .. , , xn) E a, the flag manifold &x is the set of all Hermitian matrices 
with {XI' .,. ,xn } as their eigenvalues. The relative Weyl group W is just the 
permutation group Ln of n elements. Therefore, the linear convexity theorem 
of Kostant restates a known result of Schur and Horn [Ho] [Sc]. 

The linear convexity theorem of Kostant has been shown to fit into symplectic 
geometry by Atiyah [Ay], Duistermaat [Dul], and Guillemin-Sternberg [Gu-St] 
by realizing that (1) in the case of complex flag manifolds the projection Po 
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is a moment map for a Hamiltonian torus action and (2) a real flag manifold 
could be thought of as the fixed point set of an anti-symplectic involution on 
a complex flag manifold. Our approach for the nonlinear theorem follows the 
same line. 

3. POISSON AND SYMPLECTIC GEOMETRY 

A Poisson structure on a manifold M [We] is a bivector field n on M such 
that the bracket operation on the algebra COO(M) of smooth functions on M 
defined by 

{¢, tp} = n(d¢, dtp), 
satisfies Jacobi's identity. {¢, tp} is called the Poisson bracket of ¢ and tp. 
Purely in terms of the bivector field n, the Jacobi identity of the Poisson bracket 
can be expressed as [n, n] = 0, where [ , ] denotes the Schouten bracket on 
the space multivector fields on M ([Ku]). 

The bivector field n can also be regarded as the bundle map 

n#: T*M --+ TM: p(n#(a)) = n(p, a). 

For a smooth function f on M, the vector field n#(df) is called the Hamilto-
nian vector field of f. When n is of maximal rank (M is then necessarily even 
dimensional), the bundle map (n#)-l: TM --+ T*M defines a nondegenerate 
closed 2-form OJ on M by ixOJ = (n#)-l(X) , where X is a vector field on 
M and i denotes the interior product of vector fields and differential forms. 
A manifold with a nondegenerate closed 2-form is called a symplectic mani-
fold. In general, n may have varying (but necessarily even) ranks. The image 
of the bundle map n#: T* M --+ T M defines a singular involutive distribution 
on M. Integral submanifolds of this distribution naturally inherit symplectic 
structures, and they are called the symplectic leaves of (M, n). Therefore, 
symplectic manifolds are special cases of Poisson manifolds and every Poisson 
manifold is foliated by symplectic manifolds. 

Obvious symmetries of a Poisson manifold (M, n) are described by Lie 
group actions on M leaving n invariant. Let a : G x M --+ M be such an 
action, and let £I --+ Vect(M): X t--+ a x be the corresponding infinitesimal action 
of £I on M. The action is said to be Hamiltonian if there is a linear map £I --+ 

COO(M): X t--+ Jx such that (1) n#(dJx ) = ax' and (2) J[X,y] = {Jx ' Jy}, 
where X, Y E g. In this case, the map J: M --+ £1*: (J(m), X) = Jx(m) , m E 
M, X E £I , is called a moment map for the action a. 

The convexity theorem of Atiyah-Guillemin-Sternberg is now stated as fol-
lows. 

Theorem 3.1 (Atiyah [Ay]-Guillemin-Sternberg [Gu-St]). If J: P --+]R.k is a mo-
ment map for a Hamiltonian torus Tk action on a compact symplectic manifold 

Tk Tk p, then the image J(P) is the convex hull of J(P ), where P denotes the 
fixed point set of the action. 
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We will use the following theorem of Duistermaat to study the case of real 
flag manifolds. 

Theorem 3.2 (Duistermaat [Du 1]). If J: P -+]Rk is a moment map for a H ami!-
tonian torus rk action on a compact symplectic manifold P and if Q is the 
fixed point set (or a connected component of it) of an anti-symplectic involu-
tion of P leaving J invariant, then J(Q) = J(P) and it is the convex hull of 
J(pTk n Q). 

4. A POISSON STRUCTURE ON THE GROUP AN 

In this section, we assume that G is a complex semisimple Lie group regarded 
as a real Lie group. Let K be the compact real form of G, and let G = KAN 
be an Iwasawa decomposition of G. We will define a Poisson structure on the 
subgroup AN. 

Notation 4.1. Let 9, t, a, and n be respectively the Lie algebras of G, K, A , 
and N. From now on, we will use b to denote a EEl nand B to denote AN. 
The Iwasawa decompositions are then 9 = t EEl band G = KB. Elements of t 
and b will be denoted respectively by X, Y, ... and ~, 11, .... We will also 
denote the two projections from 9 to its two factors t and b by Pe and Pb: 

Pe: 9 = t EEl b ---+ t: X + ~ t-----+ X, 
Pb : 9 = t EEl b ---+ b: X + ~ t-----+ ~ • 

The adjoint action of G on 9 will be denoted by Ad. For b E B and X E t, 
the element Adb X E 9 will, in general, have both t and b components. 

Let E be the (complex-valued) Killing form E of 9 as a complex Lie alge-
bra, and let ( , ) be its imaginary part. Then ( , ) is symmetric, nondegener-
ate, and invariant. Since e is a real form of 9, we know that (t, t) = O. It also 
follows from the fact that E(9)., 9,u) = 0 for A + f.l =f 0 that (a EEl n, a EEl n) = O. 
Therefore, using ( , ), we can identify e with the dual space of b. We are 
now ready to define the Poisson structure on B = AN . 
Definition 4.2. On the subgroup B = AN, define a bivector field 7C by 

(rb-I7C(b))(X, Y) = (pt(Adb-l X), Pb(Adb-l Y)), 
where X, YEt are considered as elements of the dual space b* of b via 
( , ), and for bE B, rb denotes both the right translation in B by b, as well 
as its differential map extended to bivector fields on B. 

We need to show that 7C is a Poisson structure on B = AN. 

Lemma 4.3. 7C is skew-symmetric. 
Proof. Since ( , ) is invariant, we have for any X, YEt and b E B , that 

0= (X, Y) = (Adb-l X, Adb-l Y) 
= (Pe(Adb-l X), Pb(Adb-l Y)) + (Pb(Adb-l X), Pe(Adb-t Y)). 

Hence 7C is skew-symmetric. 0 
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The next lemma shows that 1C is compatible with the group structure of B = 
AN in the sense that the group mUltiplication map B x B -+ B: (b l ' b2) H b l b2 
is a Poisson map; B x B is equipped with the direct product Poisson structure 
1CEB1C. 

Lemma 4.4. For bl ' b2 E B, we have that 

(1) 1C(bl b2) = lb 1C(b2) + rb 1C(b l ) • 
1 2 

Proof. Set 1Cr(b) = rb-I1C(b) for bE B. Equation (1) then becomes the follow-
ing co cycle condition: 

(2) 

Let X, YEt ~ b * . Then, 

1Cr(bl b2)(X, Y) = (Pt Ad(b1b2)-1 X, Pb Ad(b1b2)-1 Y) 

= (Adb-I X, Adb Pb Ad(b b)-I Y) 
1 2 1 2 

= (Pt Adb-I X, Adb Pb Adb-I (Adb-I Y)) 
1 2 2 1 

= (p t Adb-I X, Adb Pb Adb-I Pb Adb-I Y) 
1 2 2 1 

+ (Pt Adb-I X, Adb Pb Adb-I Pt Adb-I Y) 
1 2 2 1 

= 1Cr(b l )(X, Y) + 1Cr(b2)(pt Adb-I X, Pt Adb-I Y). 
1 1 

Notice that Pt Adb-I X E e ~ b* is just the coadjoint action of bE B on X E 
1 

b*. Hence the last term in the above equation becomes (Adb 1Cr(b2))(X, Y). 
1 

This proves the cocycle condition (2). 0 

Definition 4.5. We say that a multivector field TI on a Lie group B is multi-
plicative if 

(3) 

for all bl ' b2 E B . 

Lemma 4.6. Assume that B is connected. Then, 
( 1) a multivector field n is multiplicative jf and only if n( e) = 0 and ..PvTI 

is left invariant whenever V is a left invariant (one)-vector field on B, where 
e E B is the identity element of Band ..PvTI denotes the Lie derivative of n 
in the direction of V; 

(2) the Schouten bracket of two multiplicative multivector fields is again mul-
tiplicative; 

(3) a multiplicative multivector field is identically zero on B if and only ifits 
derivative at e is zero. 
Proof. By letting bl = b2 = e , we see that a necessary condition for n to be 
multiplicative is that TI(e) = o. Replacing b2 by exp tV in (3) and differen-
tiating with respect to t gives rise to the left invariant of ..PvTI. Conversely, 
the left invariance of ..PvTI for every left invariant V implies that (3) holds 
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for any bl E Band b2 = exp tV. Since B is connected, it is generated by any 
open neighborhood of e. It follows that (3) holds for all bl , b2 E B. Assume 
now that III and II2 are two multiplicative multivector fields on B. Let V 
be any left invariant vector field on B. We have that 

.2"v[III ' II2] = [.2"v II I ' II2] + [III' .2"vII2] • 
By (I) and by the product rule of the Schouten bracket, the right-hand side of 
the above equation is left invariant. Again by (I), [III' II2] is multiplicative. 
This proves (2). Now if II is multiplicative, then II(e) is necessarily zero. We 
can then take the (intrinsic) derivative of II at e. It is a linear map dell from 
b to Al b ,where I is the degree of II, defined by deII( e) = (.2"vII) (e) , where 
V can be any vector field on B with value e at e. In particular, V can be 
the left invariant vector field defined bye. Therefore if dell = 0, then by 
(I) .2"vII = 0 for all left invariant vector field V on B. Since left invariant 
vector fields generate right translations, we know that II is right invariant. But 
II(e) = 0, and thus II = O. 0 

Now let n be a multiplicative bivector field on B. The dual map of den de-
fines a skew-symmetric operation [ , ]11" on b* by (e, [X, Y]1I") = (den(e))(e) x 
(X, Y) for e E b and X, Y E b* . 

Lemma 4.7. On a connected Lie group B, a multiplicative bivector field n de-
fines a Poisson structure if and only if its derivative at e defines a Lie algebra 
structure on b * . 
Proof. By definition, n is Poisson if and only if [n, n], the Schouten bracket 
of n with itself, is zero. By Lemma 4.6, [n, n] is also multiplicative, and it 
is zero if and only if its derivative de[n, n] is zero. By using the definition of 
the Schouten bracket [Ku], one calculates (see also [Da-So]) that 

(de[n, n])(X, Y, Z) = 2[X , [Y, Z]1I"]1I" + 2[Y , [Z, X]1I"]1I" + 2[Z , [X, Y]1I"]1I" 
for X, Y, Z E b* . Therefore, de[n, n] = 0 is equivalent to the Jacobi identity 
for [ , ]11". This proves the lemma. 0 

We now return to the bivector field n oil B = AN defined in Definition 4.2. 
Proposition 4.8. The dual map of the intrinsic derivative den of n at e is 
exactly the Lie bracket map on t: t 1\ t --+ t. Here recall that t is identified with 
the dual space of b via the scalar product ( , ) on g. 
Proof. Let e E b and X, YEt. By definition, the pairingof e and [X, Y]1I" 
is given by 

(e, [X, Y]1I") = dd 1 rexp(_teln(exp te)(X, Y) 
t t=O 

= :t It=o (Pt Adexp(-tel X, Pb Adexp(-tel Y) 

= (X, Pb[ -e, Y]) = (X, -[e, Y]) = (e, [X, Y]). 
Therefore [X, Y]1I" = [X, Y], the Lie bracket of X and Y in t. 0 
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We have therefore proved the following theorem [Lu-We, Lu2]. 

Theorem 4.9. The bivector field n as given in Definition 4.2 defines a Poisson 
structure on B = AN. 

Remark 4.10. A Lie group together with a multiplicative Poisson structure is 
called a Poisson Lie group [Drl, STS, Lu-We]. We have in fact showed that B 
together with n defined above is a Poisson Lie group. 

We now turn to the study of the symplectic leaves of n. Recall that the 
Iwasawa decomposition states that G = KB. We will use PB: G -+ B to 
denote the projection from G to B with respect to this decomposition. Then 
an action of K on B can be defined as 
(4) (J:KxB-+B:(k,b)I--+PB(kbk- I ), kEK,bEB. 

This is indeed an action. If we identify B with the coset space K\ G, then it 
is just the right action of K on K\ G by right translations made into a left one 
by replacing k by k -I . For X E t, the infinitesimal generator of the action in 
the direction X is given by (J x(b) = -rbPb(Adb X) for b E B. On the other 
hand, each X E t can be considered as a covector at e E B , so it defines a left 
invariant I-form X, on B. Let n#: T* B -+ T B be the bundle map defined 
by n. The symplectic leaves of n are by definition the integral manifolds of 
the distribution in B defined by the image of this bundle map. 

Theorem 4.11. For any X E t, we have n#(X') = (Jx. Therefore the symplectic 
leaves of n in B are exactly the orbits of the K -action (J on B. 
Proof. Let YEt ~ b* , and let yr be the right invariant I-form on B defined 
by Y. Then the pairing of yr with n#(X') at a point bE B is given by 

(yr, n#(X'))(b) = n(b)(yr, Pt AdbX) 

= (Pe Adb-l Y, Pb Adb-l Pe Adb X) 
= (pt Adb-l Y, -Pb Adb-l Pb Adb X) 
= - (Y, Pb Adb X) = (yr, (Jx)(b). 

Therefore n#(X') = (Jx for all X E t. 0 

Remark 4.12. Theorem 4.11 can be thought of as another description of n, 
namely, regarded as a bundle map from the cotangent bundle T* B to the tan-
gent bundle TB, n is the unique one that maps each left invariant I-form X' 
to the vector field (J x for X E t . 

Let T be the connected subgroup of K with Lie algebra t = io.. It is a 
maximal torus of K. 

Theorem 4.13. The restriction of (J to T leaves the Poisson structure n on B 
invariant and the map 

J := logop A: B = AN -+ 0.: an 1--+ log(a) 
is a moment map for this T-action. 
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Proof. Since T commutes with A and since N is a normal subgroup of TAN, 
we know that J is invariant under T. For X E t, let Jx E COO(AN) be 
the X-component of J, i.e., Jx(b) = (J(b) , X) for bEAN. Then the 
differential dJx is exactly the left invariant I-form on AN with value X at 
the identity. Therefore by Theorem 4.11, 1t#(dJx ) = ax' This, together with 
the T-invariance of J, implies that J is an equivariant moment map for the 
T-action. 0 

Remark 4.14. The Poisson structure 1t on B is not invariant under the whole 
K-action. Namely, each individual element k E K does not necessarily preserve 
1t, unless k E T. In fact there is a nonzero Poisson structure defined on K 
such that the action map K x B ~ B is a Poisson map, where K x B has 
the direct product Poisson structure. See [Lu-We]. This is an example of a 
Poisson action by a Poisson Lie group. There is a similar theory of moment 
maps and reductions for such actions [LuI]. When the Poisson structure on the 
Lie group is zero, this reduces to the corresponding theory in the usual case. 
The Poisson structure on K mentioned above vanishes on T. This is why we 
have a Hamiltonian torus action in the usual sense. 
Proof of Kostant's Theorem (Theorem 2.2) in the complex case. We now identify 
B = AN with the symmetric space P = exp ip by identifying both of them with 
the quotient space K\G, or more precisely by P 3 P 1-+ an E B if p = kan for 
k E K , a E A and n EN. The action a of K on B then becomes the action 
of K on P by conjugation. We still use 1t to denote the induced Poisson 
structure on P by this identification. Then by Theorem 4.11, the symplectic 
leaves of 1t are exactly the orbits of the K action on P. By Theorem 4.13, 
T leaves 1t invariant and it has the map P ~ a: p = kan 1-+ log a as an 
equivariant moment map. It is well-known that every K-orbit in P intersects 
with A, and the fixed point set of the T-action on the K-orbit &'a through 
a E A is exactly the Weyl group orbit w· a. Applying Theorem 3.1, we obtain 
the nonlinear convexity theorem for complex flag manifolds (Theorem 2.2). 

5. SOME REMARKS 

In this section, we make some remarks on the Poisson structure 1t defined 
in §4. 
Linearization of 1t. Recall that P can be identified with the linear space p = it 
via the exponential map. Correspondingly, we can think of 1t as defined on 
p. Its symplectic leaves are again K -orbits, but this time K acts on p by the 
adjoint action. On the other hand, we can also identify p with the dual space 
of t (via the imaginary part of the (complex-valued) Killing form of g, namely 
the scalar product ( , ) in §4). So there is also a Lie Poisson structure 1to on 
p [We] that has the same symplectic leaves as 1t does. Moreover, 1to(O) = 0, 
and by Proposition 4.8, the linearization of 1t at 0 is just 1to' Since t is 
a compact semisimple Lie algebra, a theorem of Conn [Co] says that locally 
around the zero point of p, 1t is diffeomorphic to 1to ' 
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Question 5.1. Are 7C and TCO globally diffeomorphic as Poisson structures? 

Such a diffeomorphism, if exists, cannot be K -equivariant because TCO is K-
invariant while 7C is not. But we strongly suspect that a T-equivariant Poisson 
diffeomorphism exists. Recently, Ping Xu [Xu] has given such an explicit dif-
feomorphism for the case of K = SU(2). On the other hand, by looking at the 
family of Poisson structures on p defined by 7Ch (X) = t7C(hX) for hi- 0 and 
their moment maps for the T-action, Viktor Ginzburg [Gz] has observed that 
their induced symplectic structures on each leaf have the same cohomology class 
and therefore are diffeomorphic as symplectic structures. We would also like 
to call the reader's attention to [Du2], where the moment maps for 7C and 7CO 
are shown to be diffeomorphic by a homotopy argument. We thank Professor 
Hermann Flaschka for pointing the reference [Du2] to us. 

Relation with quantum groups [Wo, Dr2, Co-Kc, C-K-P]. The Poisson structure 
on K that we mentioned in Remark 4.14 makes K into a Poisson Lie group 
[STS], which can be regarded as the semiclassical limit of the quantum group 
corresponding to K, and the group B = AN with the Poisson structure 7C is 
the dual Poisson Lie group of K. Moreover the K -action (J on B defined 
by Formula (4) is the so-called dressing action, which generalizes the coadjoint 
action to the case of Poisson Lie groups. Therefore, keeping in mind the orbit 
method in the representation theory of Lie groups, it is natural to ask how the 
"quantization" of the symplectic structure· on each K -orbit in B is related to 
the representations of the corresponding quantum group. Indeed it has been 
observed by Reshetikhin [Rs] and de Concini, Kac, and Procesi [Co-Kc, C-K-
P] that the Poisson structure 7C can be used to define the so-called "quantized 
coadjoint action" for quantum groups at root of unity. But since 7C is not 
K-invariant, the already existing geometric quantization theory does not apply. 
This leads to the following question: 

Question 5.2. How to geometrically quantize the (K-noninvariant) symplectic 
structure on each K -orbit in B (or in p)? 

6. THE CASE OF REAL FLAG MANIFOLDS 

In §4, we assumed that G was a complex semisimple Lie group but regarded 
as a real one. If G is a real form of a complex Lie group, such as G = SL(n, JR), 
the K-orbits in P (called real flag manifolds) can have odd dimensions, so they 
do not admit symplectic structures. However, a real flag manifold should be 
considered as the fixed point set of an anti-symplectic involution of a complex 
flag manifold. This is the idea that Duistermaat used to put the linear convexity 
theorem into the symplectic framework. We show in this section that the same 
approach works for the nonlinear convexity theorem. 

Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group over JR with Lie algebra g. 
Without loss of generality, we assume that G has trivial center so that it admits 
a complexification G1 • The Lie algebra gl of G1 is then the complexification 
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of g, i.e., gl = g + ig. We use r to denote the conjugation of gl defined by g, 
namely reX +iY) = X - iY for X, Y E g. It is an automorphism of gl . There 
is also a unique automorphism of G I ' also denoted by r, whose differential at 
the identity element is equal to r. The connected identity component of the 
fixed point set of r is G. 

Let g = t E9 I' be a Cartan decomposition of g. Define tl = t + ip and 
PI = it + I' = it l . Then both tl and PI are invariant under r and the fixed 
point set of rle and rip are respectively t and p. Moreover, tl is a compact 

I I 
real form of gl , and gl = tl E9 PI is a Cartan decomposition of gl . Let el be a 

I 

maximal abelian subspace of 1', and let el be any maximal abelian sub algebra 
I 

of g containing el. Define ell = el + i (el n t). Then ell is a maximal abelian 
subspace of PI ' and el C ell is the fixed point set of r in ell' In defining 
lexicographic orderings on the dual spaces of el and ell' we choose a basis 
XI' ... ,Xn of ell such that XI' ... ,Xm is a basis for el, where n = dim ell 
and m = dim el. Then in the corresponding Iwasawa decompositions of g and 
gl: 

g = t E9 el E9 n, gl = tl E9 ell E9 n l ' 

nl is invariant under rand n C nl is the fixed point set of r in nl . 
On the group level, let G = KP, G = KAN, GI = KIPI and GI = KIAIPI 

be respectively the Cartan and Iwasawa decompositions of G and G I' Then 
KI , PI ' NI , and Al are all invariant under r, and K, P, A, and N are 
respectively (in the case of K, the identity component of) ~he fixed point set 
of r in KI , PI' Al ' and NI . Let a E A, and let &a (a real flag manifold) 
and &a, I (a complex flag manifold) be respectively the K and KI orbits in P 
and PI through a. Since rea) = a and since KI is r invariant, we know that 
&a, I is r invariant. The fixed point set of r in &a, I may not be connected, 
but its a-connected component is &a' 

Proposition 6.1. Let 1t be the Poisson structure on BI = Al NI as defined in 
Definition 4.2. Then r restricted to BI is anti-Poisson with respect to 1t, namely, 
r*1t = -1t, where r* denotes the differential of r. 
Proof. Lemma 4.4 says that 1t is multiplicative on B I' Since r is a a group 
automorphism, r*1t, defined by r*1t(b l ) = r*1t(r- l (b l )), is also multiplicative. 
By (3) of Lemma 4.6, it remains to show that the derivatives of r*1t and -1t 

at e are equal. We already know by Proposition 4.8 that the dual map of the 
derivative of 1t at e defines precisely the Lie algebra structure on t l . Here 
recall that we are using the imaginary part of the Killing form E of gl ' denoted 
by ( , ) in §4, to identify tl with the dual space of hi = ell + nl . Therefore, 
it suffices to show that the dual map of rlb l ' considered as defined on tl ' is 
a Lie algebra anti-automorphism of t l . But the Killing form E of gl is the 
complex linear extension to gl of the Killing form of g. It follows that for 
any X and e in gl ' we have (X, r(e)) = -(reX) , e) . In particular, by letting 
X E tl and e E bl ' we see that the dual map of rib becomes the map -r 

I 
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on tl when we identify tl with b~. Since , is a Lie algebra automorphism 
on t l , -, is a Lie algebra anti-automorphism. Therefore ,.1t = -1t, i.e., , is 
anti-Poisson with respect to 1t. 0 

ProofofKostant's theorem (Theorem 2.2) in the real case. Identify the space PI 
with the group BI = AINI by the map PI = klaln l 1-+ aln l , and think of 1t 
as defined on PI. Since , commutes with this identification map, it is again 
anti-Poisson with respect to 1t. Equipping each KI-orbit ~a I in PI with the 
symplectic structure induced from 1t, , becomes anti-symplectic. The K-orbit 
~a is the a-component of the fixed point set of , in ~a, I . 

Let TI be the maximal torus of KI generated by ill i . Then it leaves the 
Poisson structure 1t on PI invariant (Theorem 4.13). Let T be the subtorus 
of TI generated by t = ill. Again by Theorem 4.13, the moment map of the 
T -action on PI is given by 

JT : PI -- 11: PI = klaln l 1--+ la(1oga l ) , 

where la means the orthogonal projection from III to 11 with respect to the 
Killing form of gl. If we use 110 to denote the orthogonal complement of 11 

in Ill' and set Ao = exp 110 • Then Al = AAo' and the moment map for the 
T-action on PI can be regarded as 

JT : PI -- A: PI = klaaon l 1--+ a. 

It is also clear that JT is ,-invariant. 
Let a E A , and restrict the T -action and the moment map J T to the sym-

plectic leaf ~a, I of PI through a. By Theorem 3.2, the image of ~a under 
J T is the convex hull of of the image under J T of the fixed point set of T in 
~a. Since A is a maximal abelian subspace in P, any point in P that is fixed 
by T must lie in A; thus the fixed point set of T in ~a is just the intersection 
of ~a and A, which is well known to be the orbit of the relative Weyl group 
W = W(K, A) through a. Since JT restricts to the identity map on A, it 
follows that the image of ~a under JT is exactly the convex hull of the Weyl 
group orbit W· a, which is precisely the statement of the nonlinear convexity 
theorem (Theorem 2.2) for G. 
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